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Temperature dependent impedance spectroscopy enables the many contributions to the dielectric and resis-
tive properties of condensed matter to be deconvoluted and characterized separately. We have achieved this for
multiferroic epitaxial thin films of BiFeO3 �BFO� and BiMnO3 �BMO�, key examples of materials with strong
magnetoelectric coupling. We demonstrate that the true film capacitance of the epitaxial layers is similar to that
of the electrode interface, making analysis of capacitance as a function of film thickness necessary to achieve
deconvolution. We modeled non-Debye impedance response using Gaussian distributions of relaxation times
and reveal that conventional resistivity measurements on multiferroic layers may be dominated by interface
effects. Thermally activated charge transport models yielded activation energies of 0.60±0.05 eV �BFO� and
0.25±0.03 eV �BMO�, which is consistent with conduction dominated by oxygen vacancies �BFO� and elec-
tron hopping �BMO�. The intrinsic film dielectric constants were determined to be 320±75 �BFO� and
450±100 �BMO�.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Multiferroic materials have attracted renewed interest in
recent years.1–4 BiFeO3 �BFO� is one of the most extensively
studied multiferroics, because it is the only material known
to exhibit magnetic and ferroelectric order at room
temperature.5 BiMnO3 �BMO� has attracted great interest
due to its large magnetic moment of 3.6 �B /Fe below TC

FM

=105 K in polycrystals despite being electrically insulating.6

Magnetoelectric coupling in BFO films7,8 and BMO
polycrystals9 has been claimed, implying that an applied
magnetic field can induce changes in the ferroelectric order
and an electric field changes to the magnetization. Coupling
of magnetic and electric order parameters is of great techno-
logical and fundamental importance, and can be studied di-
rectly by measuring changes in polarization induced by an
applied magnetic field or by measuring changes in magneti-
zation by an applied electric field.2 These measurements are
affected though by current leakage, which prevents the ap-
plication of sustained electric fields and, in the case of polar-
ization measurements, contributes to the measured current.
An alternative way to investigate magnetoelectric coupling is
the measurement of the magnetocapacitance.9 Impedance
spectroscopy �IS� is then of great interest as a technique to
reliably determine the intrinsic film dielectric constant to en-
able accurate magnetocapacitance measurements. Unwanted
contributions such as those at the electrode interface can be
deconvoluted, and leakage currents can be accounted for by
modeling the intrinsic film impedance response by a parallel
resistor-capacitor circuit �RC element�, where the parallel re-
sistor describes the leakage behavior of the ferroelectric ca-
pacitor.

II. IMPEDANCE SPECTROSCOPY

IS involves the application of an alternating voltage signal
to a sample and the measurement of the phase shifted current
response. Figure 1 presents the basic principle of an IS ex-

periment and the definitions of the complex impedance of
various circuit elements. It has been shown previously that
different dielectric relaxation processes detected by IS in a
polycrystal such as those found at the electrode interface,
grain boundary, and the intrinsic bulk regions can, in the
simplest case, all be described by an RC circuit element con-
sisting of a resistor and capacitor in parallel.10,11 The macro-
scopic impedance is then just the sum of all series RC im-
pedances. The magnitude of each specific capacitance c
�=�0��� �F cm−1� may identify the origin of the relaxation,11

where �0 and �� are the permittivity of vacuum and the rela-
tive permittivity of a specific contribution. In this paper, we
show that IS and the c classification scheme can be applied
to multiferroic epitaxial layers, and the film and interface
impedance can be modeled using series RC elements.

In reality, few systems can be represented by ideal resis-
tors and capacitors. In order to account for non-Debye be-
havior, a well established approach is the replacement of c
by a phenomenological constant phase element �CPE�,10 and
indeed was successfully applied in this study. Such a parallel
ideal resistor and nonideal CPE capacitance circuit �R-CPE�
has a specific complex impedance of

zR-CPE
* =

�dc

1 + �dccm�i��n , �1�

where � is the angular frequency of the time �t� dependent
applied alternating voltage signal. To account for the empiri-
cal parameter n, the specific capacitance c is modified �cm�
and has units of F sn−1 cm−1. �dc is the dc resistivity of the
resistor in � cm. The origin of non-Debye response is diffi-
cult to determine and several possibilities have been
proposed.10 We suggest that in stable epitaxial films, the use
of a random distribution �� of relaxation times � �=�dcc�
may be the physically most meaningful approach to model
non-Debye impedance behavior.12 It is plausible that � al-
ways shows a certain distribution across a sample. In fact,
the constituent parameters of �, i.e., �dc and c, may both
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display independent distributions; further, microscopically,
both parameters may again depend on several material spe-
cific parameters with independent distributions each. To ac-
count for such complexity, a Gaussian distribution of � may
be the best approximation possible. This approximation is
based on the fundamental principle of the “central limit theo-
rem,” which states that functions of a large number of inde-
pendent or weakly dependent random variables have a prob-
ability distribution close to the normal distribution.13 This is
supported experimentally by a recent study of microscopic
single grain-boundary relaxation times in SrTiO3 �STO�,
which show a Gaussian-type distribution.14 For electrode in-
terface effects, non-Debye behavior has been associated with
the fractal nature of the interface with dimensionality d of
2	d	3, where d can be directly related to n.15 RC elements
with a random Gaussian distribution of relaxation times have
an impedance of12

zVoigt
* =

�dc

���2

�

−�

+� exp� − x2

2��2�
1 + i���̄ + x�

dx , �2�

where �̄ is the mean relaxation time and �� the standard

deviation of the Gaussian distribution. We have solved the
integral in Eq. �2� analytically and confirmed the solution
numerically. A MATLAB® program was developed to fit ex-
perimental data by a least-mean-squares fitting routine. The
impedance of an ideal RC element is a Lorentzian function
�Eq. �1� with n=1�, and the convolution of Lorentzian and
Gaussian functions is a Voigt profile. Such Voigt-type pro-
files are commonly used in physical measurements, for ex-
ample, to describe the Lorentzian and Gaussian broadening
of atomic or molecular spectral lines.16 Here, Voigt profiles
are used to describe impedance response of solid matter in
order to replace the purely phenomenological CPE. Addi-
tionally, we developed fitting software based on the CPE
circuit in Eq. �1�.

Impedance spectroscopy data can be plotted as negative
imaginary vs the real part of the specific impedance, −z� vs
z�, where for n=1 each RC element is represented by a semi-
circle of radius �dc /2 and maximum at �max=�−1. R-CPE or
Voigt circuits yield a suppressed semicircle. From the com-
plex specific impedance z* �=z�+iz��, we determined the
BFO and BMO thin-film complex dielectric constant �*

�=��−i��� and specific capacitance c* �=c�−ic�� from the
complex relationship z*= �i��0�*�−1, where �*=c* /�0.10

FIG. 1. �Color online� Impedance response of circuit elements on a phasor diagram: applied voltage U��t�, current response IR for an
ideal resistor in phase with U��t�, IC for an ideal capacitor with a −
 /2 phase shift, IRC for a series resistor-capacitor combination with phase
shift �, IL for an inductor with phase shift +
 /2, and ICPE for a CPE describing a nonideal capacitor with a frequency independent phase shift
 with respect to the ideal capacitor; one phase of the applied voltage corresponds to a 2
 rotation of the U��t� arrow.
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III. BiFeO3 AND BiMnO3 SYSTEMS

BFO and BMO have previously been grown and studied
in the form of single crystals, bulk ceramics, and thin films,
but comparatively low resistivity �i.e., high leakage� in such
materials has hampered the study of ferroelectric polarization
and magnetoelectric coupling. This is reflected in reports of a
large range of saturation polarization values Ps: for BFO,
2.2–158 �C cm−2.17–21 Such problems can be minimized in
thin highly crystalline epitaxial layers with low leakage in
the absence of extended grain boundaries and defects. How-
ever, epitaxial layers often show distinctively different physi-
cal properties compared to bulk due to epitaxial constraint.
In the following, we briefly review the properties of bulk and
epitaxial BFO and BMO systems.

A. BiFeO3

Single-crystal BFO has a rhombohedrally distorted perov-
skite structure �a=b=c=5.63 Å; �=�==59.3°�,22,23 and is
an antiferromagnet with TN=645 K.24,25 Fe3+ cations are
coupled antiferromagnetically, where the magnetic moments
are canted and form a spiral spin structure with a wavelength
of 	62 nm, resulting in a zero net magnetic moment.26 In
epitaxial BFO grown on STO, the latent magnetization
can be released, resulting in magnetic moments of
	0.02–0.05 �B /Fe.27–29 This may be associated with the ab-
sence of spiral spin structures due to epitaxial constraint29

and/or the fact that the film thickness is comparable to the
spiral wavelength. A larger magnetic moment of 	0.5 �B /Fe
in epitaxial BFO has been reported,7 which was associated
with incomplete oxygenation and mixed Fe2+ /Fe3+ valence
in BiFeO3−x.

30 In our epitaxial films, the unit cell was in-
dexed as pseudocubic with a small tetragonal elongation of
c /a=1.027 with a=b=3.905 Å �identical to the STO sub-
strate�. Previously, a small monoclinic distortion of 	0.5°
has been claimed as well.7

Ferroelectricity arises from the displacement of Fe3+ cat-
ions from the centrosymmetric positions �by 	0.134 Å in
bulk� in the FeO6

9− perovskite octahedra and the resulting
dipole moment. In single crystals, the transition temperature
TC

FE is 	1100 K31 and a spontaneous polarization of
3.5 �C cm−2 was reported.5 In polycrystalline bulk ceramics,
an 8.9 �C cm−2 saturation polarization was reported.18 In
BFO films, a wide range of different room-temperature rem-
nant polarizations 2Pr has been found: 1.7–136 �C cm−2 in
granular films17,32–34 and 0.9–300 �C cm−2 in epitaxial
layers.7,19–21,29,30,35 The coercive field in epitaxial layers was
reported to be 	200 kV cm−1.7

Magnetoelectric coupling in BFO films at room tempera-
ture has been claimed,7,8 an effect which has been observed
at low temperatures in nickel iodine boracite36 and in the
orthorhombic manganites TbMnO3

37 and TbMn2O5,38 all ex-
hibiting magnetic ordering transitions below room tempera-
ture. BFO is thus a model magnetoelectric material for stud-
ies at room temperature and above. The BFO dielectric
constant in granular films has been reported to be 	11017

and 	140,34 and 	80 for polycrystalline bulk samples.39,40

B. BiMnO3

BMO has attracted interest due to coexisting ferroelectric-
ity and ferromagnetism at low temperature with a large mag-

netic moment6 despite the material being an insulator. Below
the bulk transition temperature TC

FM	105 K,6,41,42 a mag-
netic moment of 	3.6 �B /Fe6 has been reported. Single-
crystal BMO has a triclinically distorted perovskite structure
�a=c=3.935 Å; �==91.4°; b=3.989; �=91.0°�,43 which
can be represented by a monoclinic unit cell.44 Ferromag-
netism may be attributed to orbital ordering that produces
three-dimensional ferromagnetic superexchange interaction
of eg electrons.9 Ferroelectricity again arises from the dis-
placement of Mn3+ cations from the centrosymmetric posi-
tions in the MnO6

9− perovskite octahedra and the resulting
dipole moment. The stabilization of the ferromagnetism and
the ferroelectric off-center distortion has been associated
with the presence of Bi 6s lone pairs.45 Various temperatures
have been reported for the polycrystalline bulk ferroelectric
transition temperature: TC

FE	450 K,46 500 K,41 and
750–770 K.9 The remnant bulk polarization 2Pr was
claimed to be 86 nC cm−2 at 200 K.46 In epitaxial films, a
ferromagnetic moment of 2.2�B /Fe below TC

FM=85 K has
been reported.44 The film remnant polarization 2Pr for
granular films was claimed to be 	8.2 nC cm−2 with a coer-
cive field of 	160 kV cm−1 and TC

FE of 	450 K.46 In epitax-
ial layers on STO, the unit cell can be indexed as pseudocu-
bic with a=b=3.905 Å �identical to the STO substrate�. The
tetragonal c elongation has been reported to be c /a=1.015.47

A possible monoclinic distortion is not known. Magnetoelec-
tric coupling in polycrystals has been claimed from magne-
tocapacitance measurements and the dielectric constant was
found to be temperature dependent and 	28 at 150 K.9

IV. EXPERIMENT

A. Epitaxial growth by pulsed laser deposition (PLD)

Epitaxial BFO and BMO films were grown on 1 at. % Nb
doped STO �001� using PLD in an optimized procedure as
described previously, including characterization by x-ray
diffraction.27,44 Uniform strain was confirmed in films of
thickness �100 nm and narrow �002� full width at half
maximum rocking curves of 0.05° �BFO� and 0.04° �BMO�
�compared to 0.03° for STO substrates� were found. Film
thickness was determined from x-ray fringes in �-2� scans
with an uncertainty �10%. Pt top electrodes were sputter
deposited through a mechanical mask.

B. Impedance spectroscopy measurements

The low resistivity of the Nb-STO substrate
�	5 m� cm�48 allowed the impedance to be measured
across the film normal axis as indicated by the current path in
Fig. 2. In ferroelectric thin films, single domain structure
along the film normal axis can be assumed,49 which implies
that ac currents flow within a single ferroelectric domain.
Magnetic domains are absent in BMO above TC

FM and may be
large in the case of the antiferromagnetic domains found in
BFO, implying single magnetic domain structure. Sample
contacts were spring loaded stainless-steel probes connected
to Cu wires, which were interfaced with coaxial cables. IS
was carried out at frequencies of 40 Hz–2 MHz using an
Agilent 4294A impedance analyzer with a signal amplitude
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of 50 mV, resulting in electric fields smaller than all reported
coercive fields in BFO and BMO by at least a factor of 40.
The sample temperature was varied between 25 and 300 °C
using a custom-built temperature-controlled furnace.

C. Data analysis by equivalent circuit fitting

The impedance spectra obtained have been fitted first us-
ing two conventional R-CPE elements for interface and film
contributions �Eq. �1��. Alternative models including ideal
RC elements, conventional Debye elements of one ideal re-
sistor and two capacitors accounting for high- and low-
frequency limiting dielectric constants ��0� and ����,10 CPE-
CPEs, and combinations of R-CPE and C-CPE elements all
clearly showed larger fitting errors, which were obtained
from the fitting software. All circuits were extended by a
single resistor �R0� describing the resistance of the measure-
ment probes, leads, Pt electrodes, and Nb-STO substrate, and
a residual inductance �L0� describing the inductance of the
leads �Fig. 2�. The residual parallel capacitance C0 describ-
ing the probe holder shown in Fig. 2 was neglected. C0 is at
least 5 orders of magnitude lower than the film capacitance
due to a comparatively large probe distance. The probe

holder material �Polytetrafluoroethylene �PTFE�� has a di-
electric constant of 	2, i.e., a factor of 	200 smaller than
that of the films �determination of the film dielectric con-
stants is described in detail below�. The resistivity of PTFE
is 	1018 � cm and the parallel resistance can be neglected
as well.

Fits to the data were obtained for 50, 100, and 200 nm
films at room temperature. Capacitance values obtained from
CPEs in F sn−1 cm−1 were corrected to F cm−1 using a stan-
dard method.50

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Deconvolution of interface and intrinsic film contribution

C1 and C2 values obtained from the fits were of the same
order of magnitude and were both normalized to the contact
area A and geometrical factor g �=A / �2� film thickness��.
Figure 3 demonstrates that for BFO films, normalization by
A leads to approximately constant C1 as expected for an
interface contribution resulting in capacitance values typical
of an interface, and C2 is approximately constant for normal-
ization by g as expected for the film contribution in a range

FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� Sample geometry for ac impedance measurements of insulating multiferroic layers on a low-resistivity Nb-STO
substrate using top-top Pt electrodes. �b� Equivalent circuit model.
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typical of ferroelectric materials.11 Therefore, R1-CPE1 de-
scribes the sample-electrode and/or sample-substrate inter-
face, and R2-CPE2 the BFO film. In polycrystalline BFO
films, a thickness dependence of the film dielectric constant
was reported,51 which was not the case in our epitaxial films.

BMO films did show a thickness dependence of C2 by
normalizing by g, but identification of interface and film was
still achieved unequivocally. Spectra were cut off at high
frequency �	2 MHz�, where data proved to be unreliable
due to irregular z� behavior.

B. Temperature dependent analysis

We carried out temperature dependent analysis on coher-
ently strained 50 nm BFO and BMO films using both
equivalent circuit models containing �a� R-CPEs and �b�
Voigt elements, and the fitted parameters were plotted vs T.
Representative fits for BFO at 200 °C are demonstrated in
the −Z� vs Z� plots in Figs. 4�a�–4�c�. In the frequency range
where the film contribution R2-C2 is dominant, both models
resulted in a reasonable fit. The spectrum in Fig. 4�a� is
dominated by the interface contribution. Figure 4�b� presents
the intermediate frequency regime and allows identification
of the film contribution, while Fig. 4�c� shows the residual
resistance R0 on the real axis and a change of sign in Z�,
indicating the presence of the inductive component L0 at
high frequency. BMO film spectra showed smaller differ-
ences between interface and film contribution and overlap of
two semicircles of similar dimension. The film capacitance
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values �C2� are shown in Fig. 5, obtained from the Voigt
model in F cm−1 and from the R-CPE circuit in corrected
units of F cm−1. It can be seen that the capacitance values are
always comparable for both circuits, which justifies the use
of R-CPE elements to obtain dielectric properties. We ob-
tained values of 320±75 �BFO� and 450±100 �BMO� for the
real part of the film dielectric constant �2�; data points at high
and low temperatures were omitted from the analysis.

In the full temperature range 25–300 °C, film values
from R2-CPE2 and �R2-C2�Voigt for BFO and BMO showed
considerable error due to strong overlap with the low-
frequency R1-CPE1/ �R1-C1�Voigt contribution �Fig. 4�b��
and with the high-frequency contributions R0 and L0 �Fig.
4�c��. From fits to the data, it was clear that the deviation of
C2 vs T from constant behavior �Fig. 5� at high temperatures
is caused by an increased overlap of residual resistance R0
and film contributions such that resolution of R2-C2 is less
than ideal. The model was overdetermined in this case,
which was indicated by low values of �2	0.5 �for a defini-
tion of �2, see Ref. 52�, implying that the fitted parameters
cannot be trusted. Contrarily, C2 deviations from constant
behavior at low temperatures may be real effects, because
�2	1 indicated a valid fit. Such transitional C2 vs T behav-
ior at T	100 °C has been observed previously and may
possibly be associated with effects from adsorbed water or
moisture on the films.53 The error bars displayed in Fig. 5
have been determined from R-CPE fits using commercial
software �Z-View� and are believed to be also a good esti-
mate for the errors for the fits obtained using our MATLAB®
software.

Both BFO and BMO film dielectric constants �2� are con-
siderably larger than values reported previously, which were
all recorded using limited range frequency measurements. In
the Voigt model, the mean time constants �̄ of the film con-
tribution showed consistent standard deviations �� between
41% and 47% �BFO� and between 82% and 84% �BMO� of
the respective �̄ value. The standard deviation may be indica-
tive of the degree of disorder in the material. The � vs 1/T
curves of the film contributions are shown in Fig. 6, indicat-
ing thermally activated charge transport with activation en-
ergies of 0.60±0.05 eV �BFO� and 0.25±0.03 eV �BMO�.
The BFO values are in a range suggesting that charge trans-
port is dominated by oxygen vacancies,54,55 whereas the
lower BMO value may indicate an electronic contribution.
The interface resistances R1 were 2 orders of magnitude
�BFO� and by a factor of 	2 �BMO� higher than the respec-
tive film contributions �see Fig. 4�, which suggests a block-
ing effect of the electrodes, as commonly observed at metal-
ferroelectric interfaces.49 This major finding of our work
implies that the high resistivity values reported previously
for multiferroic films may be strongly affected by electrode
interface effects, and film resistivity and leakage behavior in
these studies may have been misinterpreted. The above
analysis was repeated for spectra collected at an applied
magnetic field of 0.5 T, but no magnetocapacitance effects
were found for BFO and BMO films at room temperature. It
has to be noted though that magnetocapacitance effects are
expected to be largest near the magnetic phase transitions,
and further investigations at higher fields and low tempera-
ture are required. In the 50 nm BFO layer, the interface
resistance R1 showed activation energies of 	0.6 and
	0.31 eV in the BMO layer, both in a similar range as the
thin-film values. Interpretation of the interface R1-CPE1 is
not possible, because the origin of the barrier is unclear due
to the different types of interface being present, namely, Pt/
BFO and Nb-STO/BFO.
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Likewise, interpretation of the temperature dependence of
R0 is not meaningful, because the resistance contains contri-
butions from the metallic Pt electrodes and Cu measurement
leads and the Nb-STO substrate. The nominal resistance R0
was 4.5–8 � between 50 and 300 °C for the BFO samples
and 4–6.3 � for the BMO samples. Both showed a positive
temperature coefficient of resistance. Deconvolution of the
different contributions was not feasible.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We conclude that IS is a technique that enables full char-
acterization of the dielectric and resistive properties of mul-
tiferroic epitaxial thin films. IS has to be performed over a
wide frequency and temperature range to reveal the compos-
ite character of multiferroic thin-film sample response. Nu-
merical equivalent circuit fitting was required in order to
obtain reliable values for the intrinsic dielectric constant and

resistivity of BFO and BMO epitaxial layers. A Voigt ele-
ment has been used to provide a physically meaningful way
to describe non-Debye behavior, which we propose as a pos-
sible replacement for phenomenological CPE circuits. From
this study, it is clear that limited frequency range measure-
ments on ferroelectric thin films can be dominated by the
interface response and may be inappropriate to extract reli-
able information.
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